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From one of the most celebrated and beloved comedians and actors of our time, George

Lopez, comes this hilarious, touching, and often wacky chronicle of life after fifty. George Lopez

just hit the half-century mark and the reset button on his life. Newly single and ready to

embrace life, George was excited to turn fifty. It would be a welcome new phase in his life, a

chance to say goodbye to a decade that included a kidney transplant and a divorce. But when

he looked around a room full of his childhood friends, all gathered to celebrate his birthday,

many now bald or overweight, it suddenly hit him that he was old. What happened? And more

importantly, what was he going to do about it? George learns the hard way that when you turn

50, everything changes. You pull a muscle in your sleep. You avoid mirrors at all costs, and

always, always wear a robe. You have to schedule an appointment to have sex. You have to

dye your hair and buy a bathtub with a door. As George learns to embrace life after fifty, he

invites readers into his world, sharing the ups and downs of getting older—from his relationship

with a much younger woman to a bizarre session with a pet psychic, to a trip behind-the-

scenes at his tumultuous two years at Lopez Tonight, to an intimate look at his sacred ground,

the golf course—and, for the first time, he reveals in moving detail, the story of the battle for his

life against kidney disease. I’m Not Gonna Lie will make you laugh at yourself, cry about

yourself, and look at turning fifty in a way you never would’ve imagined—through the eyes of

George Lopez.

About the AuthorGeorge Lopez is a New York Times bestselling author, stand-up comedian,

actor, and talk show host. He lives in Los Angeles. --This text refers to the kindle_edition_av

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I’m gonna tell you the truth.I

lied. A lot.Okay, that’s a lie.I lied all the time.I lied to survive. And I lied because it seemed as if

nobody wanted to hear the truth. I just told people what they wanted to hear. I also lied by

withholding information, which is another kind of lie. Here’s one of those.Once, during the dark

days of my marriage, I decided to surprise my wife with a bottle of champagne. Things had

been sort of unraveling, and I thought a romantic evening might help us turn the ship around. I

didn’t know that by then the ship had already crashed and was taking on water like the Titanic,

but . . .Anyway, to enhance the romance, I popped a little blue pill. Yes. I took a Viagra. This was

a really big deal for me, because philosophically I’m opposed to unnatural male enhancement.

But I really wanted this evening to be perfect.Then, before I even uncorked the champagne, we

got into a huge screaming fight and I stormed upstairs with a boner the size of a baseball

bat.Great. I’m upstairs with a huge hard-on and nobody to offerme relief.Have you read the

label on the Viagra bottle? I stared at it in horror. I was about to have a boner for four hours.

Really? Four hours? What was I supposed to do for four hours in this condition? I couldn’t

leave the house. I couldn’t phone out-call massage. My wife was downstairs, and I was betting

she was not gonna understand. Or be sympathetic. All I could think of was, “How great is this?

I take a pill, we get into a fight, I get a massive hard-on, and all I got up here is basic cable and

DVDs of my sitcom.” It also says on the bottle that if your erection lasts for more than four hours

you should seek medical assistance. Really? I’m not calling my doctor. He wears thick

wraparound glasses that make him look like a welder and has hair the size of an Afro coming

out of both ears. If I need to call somebody to finish this off, I’m gonna text my wife downstairs

and ask, “Hey, is your sister home?”I should’ve been honest. I should’ve said, “Look, I know we



had a terrible fight, but I took a Viagra and I need some relief. Guzzle some champagne, close

your eyes, and pretend I’m Benjamin Bratt. I need help!”When I turned fifty, I asked myself a

question: “Do you want to be a liar your whole life? Do you want your life to be one big

lie?”No.Since my birthday party, I’ve been truthful. Instead of accommodating people all the

time, I tell people what I like and what I don’t. I’ve undergone a transformation. I’ve become

more comfortable with myself. I like my life.And here’s the biggest surprise: I like telling the

truth. It’s a total relief. Lying was like swimming in a muddy river. I want to swim in clear water. If

I’m going to swim in muddy water, I’m going to dirty it myself. I’m losing track of my point. I just

know that all this talk about rivers and water is making me want to find a bathroom.So, okay,

now I’m being real.You know what I said about being fine with turning fifty?I lied.I hate it.I

haaate it.I suddenly realize that I’m old. What’s worse is that I feel old. I know that from now on

I’m gonna be in more pain than usual. Why? I’m fifty.It happened already.First thing this

morning.I got out of bed and something popped. Pop. Just like that. Pop. I could not figure out

where it came from. I stopped in my tracks and looked around. Where the hell did that pop

come from? I heard the pop, all right, but from where? It came from somewhere out there.

There was a shot—I heard it—but nobody knows where it came from. It was like the grassy

knoll.It was so strange. Nothing hurt. I patted myself all over, searched for a bone or a knuckle

or something out of place or sticking out or not where it should be, and I couldn’t find anything.

I took another step and it happened again—Pop!What the hell? I’m standing in the middle of

the room, frozen in place, my eyes passing over the room like searchlights, like I’m looking for

somebody who broke into the house, and I know the pop came from me, because there’s

nobody else in here, and I say, “So that’s how this goes? I turn fifty and my body goes pop just

because?”Life after fifty. It’s miserable. And it’s only beginning.And—hold on—did it take me

longer to get upright than it did when I was forty-nine? I think so. I’m definitely moving slower.

The difference of one day felt like twenty years.And then I had my first over-fifty realization—

well, besides you go pop for no reason.When you turn fifty, everything changes—the way you

think, the way you look, the way you approach your day. Little things become big things. Stuff

that never used to matter—crap you never even noticed—suddenly becomes important. What’s

up is down; what’s down is up—hell, everything is messed up. You have no choice except to

deal with it. You have to adjust.For example, now when I go to work, I have to plan which car

I’m gonna take. That was never an issue before. Now I think, “I can’t take that car because it

sits too low. I’ll never get out of that damn car.”I can’t pull up to my office looking all cool in my

Porsche. I can’t do that anymore. It’s too risky. I don’t want to have to call security to send over

the Jaws of Life to lift me out of my car.I’m also much more conscious of time. I’ve started to

slow down, to take everything easy. Time itself seems to rocket by. When I was younger, I never

thought about how fast the day went. I wanted time to fly. I wanted to be old enough to be on

my own, to start my own life, to escape. Now I don’t mind waiting. When people get annoyed

and say to me, “Hey, I’ve been waiting for twenty minutes,” I want to tell them to chill out.

Appreciate the time you have. Enjoy each minute. Time is precious.I also stopped saying, “I’ll

see you later.” At my age there may not be a later.There’s also more pressure on me to look

younger, because my show is still on TV all the time in syndication. In the show, I’m in my

forties. People think of me as that age, as if I’m frozen in time. I also look younger because I

have all my hair.And, okay, keep this between us. . . .I dye it.I have to.Couple reasons. First, my

hair started going gray in my mid-thirties. I first noticed specks of gray when I was doing stand-

up. One night, the spotlight hit me and it looked like I had tinsel in my hair. I couldn’t believe it. I

aged twenty years during that one set.A short time after that, I was signing autographs for this

kid who was about eight years old. The kid stared at me, made a face like something near him



smelled, and said, “Hey, your hair is gray.” I laughed, rubbed the top of his head affectionately,

and thought, “You little shit.”But he was right. I was looking and feeling a lot older than I was. I

didn’t want people staring at me, going, “Is that George Lopez? No. That’s not George Lopez. It

sort of looks like him, but that guy is much older. Let’s ask him. Hey, old guy, you’re not George

Lopez, are you?”I admit that going prematurely gray and having little kids tell me that I looked

old bummed me out. The only thing that made me feel better was that they got a wax figure of

me at Madame Tussauds. At least that wax George Lopez will be forty-five forever. From now

on I plan to go in there every year, take a picture, see how far I’m getting from looking like that,

and adjust.When I look around me—especially in Hollywood, where everybody is desperately

trying to look young and usually failing—I rarely see guys my age who can pull it off. One

exception.Pee-wee Herman.I saw him on Broadway and he looked terrific. I’m sure he was

funny, but I don’t know for sure, because I was too distracted by how he looked. He looked

exactly the same. It was inspiring. He’d gained a few pounds, but not many. He knows he has

an image to protect, so he’s devoted himself to looking the way he always did—same suits,

same shoes, same high voice. He’s my new idol. Iwant to stay as young as Pee-wee.So, the

first thing I did was dye my hair.Next, I became very conscious of the clothes I wear.You have

to be careful when you turn fifty.President Obama and I are the same age, but he wears mom

jeans. He really should think about a different look. I’ve noticed some gray in his hair, too. I’m

not saying he should go for a total dye job like me, but he might want to consider some

highlights. He should be careful. He doesn’t want to look like the guys at my party, especially

the Mexican aunt.I realize I’ll have to change my look eventually. Because I know that at some

point that same little kid is going to look at me and say, “What’s that old man doing wearing

those PRPS?”For now, though, I can carry it off. But you have to be aware of a delicate

balance. Like the other day, I saw an old black man wearing Velcro shoes, high ankle socks,

and this black plastic thing that looked like he cut two holes in a trash bag. No. You cannot do

that. You must keep a constant watchful eye on yourself. You can’t go from looking good in

jeans one day to suddenly wearing black socks and sandals.Yes, how you look matters. And as

you get older, you have to be on alert twenty-four/seven. You cannot let it slide. I was walking in

New York and I saw this lady around my age crossing the street. It was a brutally hot day and

she was wearing a ski parka. She looked like a Hershey’s Kiss: skinny at the top and then she

widened out like a lemon drop. Smoking a cigarette. Struggling to walk. Limping. I wanted to

run up to her and say, “Lady, no, you can’t walk around like this. Lose the cigarette and the

parka, and walk better.”I will tell you this right now: No matter what happens to me, I will not

accept a limp.I won’t do it. I will not accept it. I’ll do something to fix it. I will figure out a way to

walk better. I’ll put some cardboard in my shoe. I will do whatever I have to. You cannot drag

your leg across the street. It’s mind over matter. You have to say to yourself, “I’m not limping

today. I’m just not gonna limp. Not happening.”And you cannot use a cane. Forget that. Nobody

can make a cane look good. Except maybe Mr. Peanut. He pulls it off. Actually, he pulls off the

very rare fashion triple play—monocle, cane, and top hat. Mr. Peanut is a bad dude. Yes, I’m in

awe of Mr. Peanut.The only other person who could pull off walking with a cane was Evel

Knievel. That’s the only way I’d use a cane—if I had one that belonged to Evel Knievel. A real

one. One of the ones from his collection. Maybe I could talk to his family. I bet they’d gift me a

cane. If someone from the Evel Knievel family is reading this, I’m serious. I would accept one of

Evel’s canes and I would walk with it proudly. I respect the man. He broke every bone in his

body—doing some pretty outrageous and stupid stuff— but he walked away, limping only a

little bit, supporting himself on those cool canes. Which he used to fill with Wild Turkey.

Allegedly. You have to love that.After all he went through, I have to admit that Evel had a limp I



appreciate. And when it comes to medical procedures, I’ve had more things done to me than

anyone. I’ve replaced all my teeth, had stents, surgeries, transplants. I’m the Evel Knievel of

comedy. You bet I’d take one of his canes.I try like crazy to take care of myself, but, to be

honest, that’s not going so well.You’ve heard the expression “My body is a temple”?Mine is

more like a storage unit.I keep a ton of medicine in there, because I have to. I put in some

things that I should’ve gotten rid of a while ago, and I have a whole bunch of junk that I shoved

in there that I forgot about. I know this. I have to get over to my storage unit soon and clean all

that out. After you turn fifty, you have to be very careful about what you put into your storage-

unit body.I try.I monitor everything I drink and eat. I don’t eat a lot, and I do my best to eat right.

For one thing, I’m not a vegetarian. I tried that once and I passed out in the street. Keeled over.

Bang. I took a nosedive right into traffic. Caused a Sigalert. By the way, I love to watch that hot

blond traffic reporter, who’s somehow on every channel, announce in her ditzy, sexy voice that

there’s been a Sigalert. I have no idea what a Sigalert is, but I know it’s bad. I picture a long-

haired maniac named Sig running naked down Ventura Boulevard screaming and waving a

machete.I lasted being a vegetarian for only a few weeks. I ate nothing but bean-and-cheese

burritos, salads, toast, rice, and noodles. That was my entire diet. I wasn’t vegan. You can’t do

that. It’s too much. Your breath smells like an ass.There I was in the middle of the day and my

world started to spin. I had a salad for lunch, dressing on the side, no bread, a cup of tea—very

healthy—and I was leaving this restaurant, a famous vegetarian place in Hollywood—I forget

the name, Bubba’s Fat Flabby Bouncing Belly, or Real Food Tastes Like Cardboard Daily, or

the Golden Temple of Conscious Colon Cleansing, something like that. I stepped off the curb,

took two steps, felt light-headed, my knees buckled, and I went down. If only I’d had an Evel

Knievel cane, I could’ve braced myself.So, yes, I cannot be a vegetarian. I get woozy. I could

barely make it out of the restaurant.Now, it could’ve been the weed.I suppose that’s a

possibility.Sure, I get high. I have to. Doctor’s orders. That’s right. My doctor told me to. It’s

medicinal. I have my medical marijuana card. I carry it with me at all times, right between my

license and my condoms. When somebody asks for two forms of ID, I pull all this shit out and

watch their faces turn red and their eyes bug out. It’s great.The truth is, in my condition, I don’t

know where I’d be without weed. Weed saved my ass. Pot soothes my aches and pains,

relieves my stress, calms my stomach, takes away my nausea, and improves my enjoyment of

Van Halen.I liked Van Halen before my kidney disease, but now, with a little boost from

medicinal marijuana, I love them. They can play anything—any riff at all—and they blow my

mind. I give them a standing ovation while they tune up.Yes, medical marijuana is a wonder

drug.I’m not gonna lie.Weed works.I don’t like to smoke it. That’s unhealthy. Like I told you, I’m

careful what I put into my body. Smoking dope is bad for you.So I eat it. Much better. And you

can sneak your weed into a lot of delicious foods.I love grass in gummy bears. Knocks me on

my ass. If you don’t like gummy bears, no problem. In fact, you don’t have to eat grass at all.

There are other possibilities. Like lotion. I love the lotion. Or the spray. You just rub it in and

hang on for the ride. Consider a mutual marijuana massage with a loved one. Way better than

smoking weed. One caution: Don’t have her massage you first, because you will be too stoned

to massage her without laughing hysterically.So, okay, you got your lotion, spray, and gummy

bears, and you also have Tootsie Rolls, barbecue sauce, popcorn, wheat chips, and, of course,

brownies.Those are amazing.Very simple to make, too. Just get some Duncan Hines brownie

mix and cook the weed right in there. Drop it right in with the butter. I don’t know who came up

with this idea first, but it’s sheer genius. Maybe Bob Marley or Willie Nelson back in the day. I

know it wasn’t Duncan Hines. I don’t think Duncan Hines ever said, “You know what would be

great? Let’s put some weed into my fudge brownies. It’ll be fantastic.” I doubt old Duncan was a



pothead, though you never know. I know you don’t see weed as one of the ingredients in the

recipes on the side of the package.Obviously, getting high at fifty serves a different purpose

than it did when I was eighteen. I used to get high just to get high. It was way more fun going to

a concert or a party stoned. Now I get high not just to get high, but to get through. I use weed

for pain relief. I have weak joints and a lot of other residual stuff from the kidney disease.

Sometimes after I’ve been working a long day, my body feels like one big throbbing ache. I will

get high then for relief. Sad. I used to get high for fun; now I get high to function.I actually prefer

getting high to getting drunk. I started drinking when I was thirteen. I was in junior high school

and a couple of friends and I crashed an older kid’s party. My memory is fuzzy, but I vaguely

remember this really hot girl wearing, like, nothing but a piece of string, filling and refilling my

plastic cup with beer, and then handing me another cup filled with some spiked Hawaiian

Punch. I started to come on to her, reached over to untie that string, shouted something really

cool and funny, took two wobbly steps, and passed out. It was like being a vegetarian.To this

day, when it comes to booze, I’m a lightweight. Two beers and I’m looking for a place to lie

down. With weed, I’m cool. I get quiet, reflective, and trippy. I hold my high well. I bet you’d

never know I was stoned.A few years ago in Houston, this young bellhop must’ve thought I was

stoned, but I wasn’t.I’d played the Toyota Center and sold it out. They asked me to come back

two weeks later to do a couple more shows. I was checking in at the Four Seasons downtown,

my second time in two weeks, and this bell kid, who was maybe twenty-two, started gathering

all my bags to take them up to my room. I called him over. “What’s the biggest tip you ever

got?” I said.“Four hundred dollars,” the kid said.“Get out,” I said. “Four hundred dollars? For

bringing bags up to a room?”“Yes, sir,” the kid said. “That’s what I got. Four hundred dollars.”I

shook my head, reached into my pocket, pulled out my billfold, and peeled off five bills. “Here’s

five hundred,” I said.The kid’s eyes got wide as plates. “Thank you, Mr. Lopez,” he said. “I will

take really good care of these bags.”I laughed, and he started to head up to my room.“Hey,” I

said. “I want to know. Who gave you that four hundred?”“You did,” he said. “Two weeks

ago.”Come to think of it, maybe I was high.--This text refers to the kindle_edition_av edition.
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INTRODUCTION: COUNTING FAIRWAYS

I did it!I hit the number.Unbelievable.I turned fifty!Without a doubt, my biggest birthday ever.I’m

not lying: Reaching fifty meant a lot to me.For starters, it meant I wasn’t dead.Most people take

turning fifty for granted. Not me. I nearly died when I was forty-four. Kidney disease. I survived

that, but it was touch-and-go all the way. In fact, I’d call my forties a touch-and-go decade. I was

blessed with a lot of success, including an ALMA Special Achievement Award for television,

two Grammy Award nominations, and a sitcom that ran for six years. But I also got a kidney

transplant, went through a divorce, and had two TV shows canceled. I’m not sure what

stressed me out the most. Probably the divorce. It was not what you would call amicable.So,

yes, at times my forties were rough. But if I had to pick the one decade when I was the most

nervous, that would be my first, also known as my childhood. Talk about a shaky start. My



father took one look at me and left. That’s not true. He waited two whole months and then he

left. It took my mother longer. She gave it a shot, but she was young and troubled and not fit to

be a mom, so she handed me off to my grandparents when I was ten.Growing up, I lived in

constant fear of death: I was deathly afraid of pissing off my grandmother. For some reason,

she was always agitated. No matter what she was doing, morning, noon, or night, if I

approached her and started to talk to her, she would say:“What now?”That was her

catchphrase. It didn’t matter what I said to her.“Hi, Grandma.”“What now?”Never “Yes? What is

it? What can I do for you?”No. She’d say, “What now?”And I would get intimidated and say, “I

forgot.”Then she’d say, “Well, if you forgot, it must have been a lie. Because you never forget

the truth.”My grandmother was right. So that’s why I’m not gonna lie. Anymore. Not at my age. I

don’t have that good a memory.Thinking back to my childhood, I realize my grandmother did

not make my life easy, because everything with her was a labor.“Grandma?”“What now?”“Can I

have two dollars?”“For what?”“Um . . . just . . . I need two dollars.”“For what?”“To buy a car.”I

wish I had been smart enough or brave enough to have said something like that, but I wasn’t. I

can pretend that I was this fast—“Grandma, can I have a dollar?”“For what?”“To go to

college.”Yes, I walked on eggshells a lot in my childhood, but I had good times, too. But even

though I felt the most nervous in my early years, my worst decade was definitely the years forty

through forty-nine. I was very glad to see that decade come to an end. I spent my whole forty-

ninth year waiting for the calendar to flip to that magic number.In fact, the closer I came to

turning fifty, the better I felt. It was almost like a cloud lifting. Sure, I experienced a little bit of

dread and anxiety. But mostly I felt excited. Then about a week before my birthday a sense of

calm came over me. I knew I was gonna make it. I was so ready.The night before the big day, I

flew to Las Vegas and checked into my favorite hotel. I had a nice quiet dinner with a couple of

friends and turned in early. I was so excited about my party I couldn’t sleep. I tried counting

sheep, but that never works. I always seem to conjure up these big, nasty, belligerent sheep. I

tell them to jump slowly over the imaginary fence and they refuse. They glare at me. That first

sheep looks about the size of Babe the Blue Ox. He looks at me and smoke starts pouring out

of his snout, and he says to me in Spanish, “Fuck that, puto.” Then he rounds up all the other

sheep into this sheep gang and they charge at me, crashing right through the fence.Forget

sheep. I needed something more soothing.Cars. I love cars. I closed my eyes and thought

about all the cars I’ve owned in my life.I remembered one of my first cars, an old clunker that

sounded like it had emphysema every time you hit the gas. That was only one of its quirks. This

car made me crazy. For one thing, it never turned off when you turned it off. It just kept going,

like it was alive. It growled and shrieked, and the hood shook as if the car were having a

seizure. I’d lift up the hood and look down at the engine, nodding and pointing as if I knew

exactly what I was doing, even though I had absolutely no clue. Other guys would gather

around and they’d all nod and point at the engine, too. They didn’t know anything, either. We’d

just all nod and point at the carburetor and battery and hoses like we were a pit crew.

Eventually, the car would just stop on its own. We’d all walk away, still nodding like we fixed the

thing, saying a bunch of made-up car talk.“Yeah, see, I knew that would happen. Air gets

caught in the air conductor valves and causes the engine cap to virtisify. . . .”“Definitely. Plus the

igniter switch deadens the pressure. . . .”“Oh, absolutely. Plus a gas bubble fornicates the air

hose. . . .”“That will mess you up.”The car had other issues, too. It played only one radio station

—all polka music—because the knobs kept falling off. Oh, and the side mirrors were held on

with electrical tape. And the locks didn’t work, either, so whenever I got in I was sure I’d find

some crazy bat-shit guy living in the backseat.You know what? Forget counting cars to fall

asleep.Then it hit me.The perfect thing.Golf courses.I decided to picture myself walking down



all the beautiful courses I’d ever played. I’ve played most of the best courses in the world. I

knew this would work.I settled into the king-size bed in my suite in Vegas, got really

comfortable, closed my eyes, and pictured historic St. Andrews in Scotland, site of several

British Opens and one of the most gorgeous courses ever. Some people call St. Andrews the

“home of golf.” I can believe it. In my mind, I saw the entire breathtaking course, every hole,

imagining myself strolling down those gently rolling green fairways, each one bordered by

castles. I saw myself walking onto the first tee with my buddy, mentor, and golf companion, the

great Lee Trevino. I felt totally relaxed. I stabbed my ball and tee into the grass, stepped back,

and caught Lee’s eye. He was standing off to the side. He grinned and nodded. I smiled back. I

took a practice swing, stepped up to my ball, took a breath, exhaled, and swung.Thwack.The

ball shot off my driver and rocketed right into the middle of the fairway.Oh, man. There is

nothing sweeter than the feeling you get when you hit a good golf shot. It’s better than sex. At

least, I think it’s better than sex. I’m fifty. I don’t remember.After I hit that drive, I looked over at

Lee. He gave me two thumbs up. He’s seventy-three, wise, and full of life. I picked up my tee,

slid my driver into my bag, and Lee and I walked down the fairway through the hazy Scottish

sunlight and into a cool, craggy shadow cast by a medieval castle. We walked for a good fifty

yards before Lee finally spoke.“Golf or comedy?” he said. “If you had to choose one, which

would it be?”I didn’t hesitate for a second. “Golf.”“You sure?”“Absolutely. Now, if you were

Richard Pryor—”I took two more steps down the fairway at St. Andrews and drifted off into a

deep sleep.When I woke up, I was fifty.Everything seemed different. The air seemed fresher,

the light in the room more vibrant. I lifted my hand and felt a tiny pulse of energy shooting

through me like a charge of electricity. I felt wiser, more distinguished, more intelligent. Fifty

was going to be great!I lounged around in bed until noon, kinglike. I got up, slipped on my robe,

padded to the minibar, and poured myself a birthday cocktail—cranberry juice and vodka. This

is the perfect morning pick-me-up. You cleanse and get buzzed at the same time. Some

bartenders call this cocktail “Sex on the Beach,” which is one place I would never have sex,

because I’m a clean freak and I hate the idea of sand all up in my culo.I drained my drink and

started to get ready for my big day. That night I was hosting a birthday party for twenty of my

closest friends from the old neighborhood. I couldn’t wait to see them and celebrate. This party

was very special to me, because I don’t usually celebrate my birthdays.Growing up, my

birthday was no big deal. It was just another day. And a birthday party? Nope. Never had a

birthday party. Ever. Not one.On my birthday, my grandmother and grandfather would say, “Hey,

happy birthday.” That was it. Celebration over. No cake, no candles, no balloons, no hats, no

pony ride, no clown, and no bouncy thing, unless you count when my grandmother knocked

me down and I hit the floor and bounced right back up.And no presents.If I was out shopping

with my grandmother anytime during the month or two before and I saw a toy or a jacket that I

wanted, I’d say, “Can I have that?”She’d say, “All right, but that’s for your birthday. Make sure

you remember that when your birthday comes. You want it?”I’d scrunch my forehead and think

about this carefully. I felt like I was on a game show. “Okay, yes; wait, no; I don’t know; okay,

yes, I’ll take it.”“Good. Now I don’t have to buy you nothing for your birthday. Cross that off.”So

when I turned fifty, I finally decided to throw myself a party. I wanted to mark the day with my

best friends from my childhood, some of whom I hadn’t seen in thirty years. This seemed like a

great idea when I thought of it.Uh, no.Big mistake.I don’t know what happened.Those guys got

old.One guy who used to have hair like Tony Orlando’s turned completely bald. He looked

Asian. I kept staring at him, thinking, “How the hell did that happen?” Another guy had a bad

back. He could barely walk. We had to help him out of his chair every time he got up. Another

guy was so heavy he wore suspenders and a belt to keep all of his jiggling fat inside his



clothes.“Really?” I said to myself. “At fifty? Damn.”The worst was my best friend, who, as a kid,

was the neighborhood stud. I can’t explain what happened to him except that it was scary. He

looked like an aunt. A Mexican aunt.I knew I didn’t look as young as I once did, but these guys

looked like hell. I didn’t look like them, did I? I wanted someone to tell me I looked great, but

nobody said anything. Maybe they couldn’t see, either.As the party went on, I thought, “I’m fifty,

but I can’t have aged that much.” And then I whispered a prayer: “I know I’m not the most

religious person in the world, but please don’t make me look like an old Mexican lady.”We had

a great time. We shared a lot of laughs and memories, and shed a few tears. Then, when it was

time to call it a night, they all went into the same room. Twenty fat, bald, ugly guys and a

Mexican aunt sharing one room with twin beds. Damn. I went back to my room, thinking, “I

grew up with guys who can’t even afford a hotel room in Vegas? They practically give those

rooms away.”

Why You Crying?: My Long, Hard Look at Life, Love, and Laughter

M Schneider, “George Lopez I'm not gonna lie. I chose this rating based on how he revealed

himself. I use to love George Lopez but he seems to be a misogynist particularly with his ex-

wife . Who by the way saved his life by giving him her kidney. I still think he's a great comedian

but he needs to stop being so vain. A very revealing book . worth it.”

Robert Kennemer, “Pretty good but..... The tittle is I'm not gonna lie...and he says this more

than a couple times in the book. He talks about his divorce a little bit, & talks about his kidney

disease more than a couple of times...but never once mentions that it was his ex-wife who

donated her kidney & saved his life. That to me is pretty lowdown & ducked up! Ok, The

marriage didn't work out, but how about not taking pot shots at the woman who saved your life.

Besides that the book was pretty entertaining, so pick it up.”

Denise, “Loved this book!!. Absolutely one of the best books, ever. Brutally honest, and also

very funny; as one would expect! I highly recommend this book! (George autographed mine a

few weeks ago after his comedy your show! He'd so authentic! And nice!)”

CLAUDIA TATE, “funny ha ha book. love george alot.he has a hit on his hands,if you want a

good laugh about life and getting older buy this book.all baby boomers should read this

book.havent finished it yet,but its really good”

Nflgirl, “Great. A fun book to give for Father's Day or Mother's Day or a birthday! An easy read

that makes you feel like you are not alone in your thoughts and experiences about aging. I

enjoyed it a bunch!”

jackie, “George Lopez at his best.. If you like George Lopez like I do, this book is a great read.

Very good comedian. I read it as if I was watching a George Lopez comedy act. Very funny &

down to the point. Loved this book.”

TomTom, “Great book. My son seems to enjoy it as it was for him”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/BJARk/Im-Not-Gonna-Lie-And-Other-Lies-You-Tell-When-You-Turn-50


The book by George Lopez has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 34 people have provided feedback.
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